Classes are an integral part of all semantic data models. Despite this, class formation in these data models is ad hoc due to the varied treatment of classes and because the issue of grouping instances into classes is considered an art rather than a science. It is the view of this paper that class formation be based on category theory through the use of an aJtribU/e-based purpose-dUected conceptual clustering technique. Several issues concerned with category theory, especially exception handling, are discussed. The emphasis in this approach is on reasoning at the instance level. Schema generation occurs as a result of conceptually clustering the underlying data instances and guiding this process by specifying a context in the form of a clustering seed. The use of this approach in the areas of schema integration, schema evolution and querying will be discussed. These facilities have been implemented on a database system based on the CANDIDE [3] semantic data model. CANDIDE is essentially an extended version of the tenn-subsumption languages known as the KL-oNE family of languages.
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INTRODUCTION
A construct that is common to all semantic data models is that which represents a generic concept. This construct is referred to by many names such as a class [19] , an entity type [12], a category [11] , or a frame [8] . In this paper we will refer to this construct as a class, unless otherwise specified. A class models a generic concept as an abstraction of a set of instances of that generic concept These instances are members, the extension, of the class. A class may also contain an internal description, the intension. This description identifies other concepts associated with the class through different types of relationships (such as generalization, specialization, aggregation, association) and conditions (semantic integrity constraints) that dictate this type of association. Through certain types of relationships (generalization and specialization) some data models allow classes to inherit properties from one or more other classes. In some data models class membership is detennined by necessary and sufficient conditions as exemplified by the Entity-CategoryRelationship data model [12] where predicate-defined classes called categories can be specified and in tenn-subsumption languages such as KL-ONE [8] or CANDIDE [3] where attribute restrictions may be used. If an instance satisfies these conditions it is automatically added to the class. In other words, the generic concept modeled by that class is represented as a predicate defined over instances. However, in most data models class membership is determined manually I. This work was supported in part by the Florida High Technology and Industry Council and by a grant from Georgia Tech Research Corporation, Atlanta, Georgia 11 Anwar, T., Beck, H., & Navathe, S. (1991) . Conceptual Clustering in Database Systems. 2nd ASIS SIG/CR Classification Research Workshop, 
